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Information
Avajar is a professional home care brand that offers people living in today’s busy 

society the best solution to enhance one’s skin at a rational price. By discovering 

and using good raw materials for the skin, we are developing beauty products 

that are of the highest quality that can be used daily at home at an affordable 

price. 

We distribute our product in Olive Young, Lotte Department Store and more than 

1000 domestic pharmacies. Currently exporting to 32 countries including USA, 

Japan, China, Europe, South East Asia, South America and the Middle East.

1. Avajar Perfect V Lifting Premium Mask

Special fabric that has great elasticity and the ability to shrink back to its original 

size. Used specialized fabric for V-Line care for the jawline and lifting effects. 

The main ingredients of our V Line Care are Caffeine, Glaucine, PPC and the 

expensive high-functioning nutrients to protect the jawline and skin.

2. Avajar Melanin Whitening Line 

Our Melacontrol formula is crafted with more than 10 kinds of effective 

ingredients to inhibit melanin and brighten and hydrate skin. The Melacontrol 

Whitening Sun Stick (SPF50+/PA++++)could protect you from sun damage in the 

daytime and brighten your skin without a sticky or heavy feeling.

3. Avajar Cannagreen Calming Line

Sometimes we don’t need a full mask pack, especially on busy mornings, our 

Calming Toner Pad allows you to apply it to a specific area, and your skin will 

be soothed and hydrated in three minutes. Cannagreen formula was designed 

for sensitive skin, crafted with Cannabis Sativa Seed Extract, Panthenol, Centella 

Asiatica and Portulaca Oleracea.
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Items of Exhibition
Avajar Prefect V lifting Premium Plus Mask

Avajar Melacontrol Whitening Eye Patch

Avajar Cannagreen Calming Toner Pad
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